
RESOLVED by the Governing Board of Directors (the “Board”) of the Mountains Recreation and Conservation Authority (the “Authority”), County of Los Angeles, California, that:

WHEREAS, pursuant to proceedings of the Board the Municipal Improvement Act of 1913 in and for the Authority’s captioned assessment district, special assessments were confirmed to pay the costs of the acquisitions and improvements as more particularly described in such proceedings. The assessment are set forth on an Assessment and an Assessment Diagram, heretofore confirmed by the Authority and recorded with the Authority Engineer and on the Assessment Diagram and Notice of Assessment filed with the County Recorder; and

WHEREAS, certain parcel(s) of land, as identified in Exhibit A hereto, and upon which there are unpaid assessments securing improvement bonds issued under the Improvement Bond Act of 1915, have been merged or divided so that they no longer conform to the original parcel boundaries as shown on the Assessment Diagram;

NOW, THEREFORE, IT IS HEREBY DETERMINED AND ORDERED as follows:

1. The Authority hereby authorizes and directs SCI Consulting Group (the “Engineer”) to prepare and to cause to be filed with the Secretary of the Authority a report and an Amended Assessment and Amended Assessment Diagram of parcels identified in accordance with the benefits to the several parts of the original parcel(s).

2. This Board hereby finds that the proposed amendments of assessments will not result in new or increased assessments within the meaning of Article XIII D of the California Constitution.

___________________________________
Chairperson
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AYES:

NOS:

ABSTAIN:

ABSENT:

I HEREBY CERTIFY that the forgoing resolution was adopted at a regular meeting of the Governing Board of the Mountains Recreation and Conservation Authority, duly noticed and held according to law, on the 5th day of June, 2013.

________________________________________
Executive Officer